Authors -Farag AA, Eid A Objectives -To present two practical techniques for threedimensional (3D) modeling of the human jaw from a sequence of intra-oral images. Design -A data acquisition system consists of: 3D digitizing arm, CCD camera and a laser projector in addition to a software module of two 3D modeling techniques; shape from shading (SFS) and space carving (SC). Results -The SFS-based technique seems to provide more faithful information about the shape of the tooth tops. However, the SC algorithm successfully reconstructed 3D models of the human jaw with sub-millimeter accuracy, which is as accurate as (or even better than) the first technique without using any range measurements or laser projectors. The average error in distance calculation was found to be 0.74 mm, which is an acceptable resolution for many orthodontics and maxillofacial applications. Conclusion -Accurate 3D reconstruction of the human jaw enables many orthodontics and dental imaging research findings to be applied directly to a digital jaw model -not to a cast -using computer vision and medical imaging tools.
Introduction
Orthodontic treatment involves the application of force systems to teeth over time to correct malocclusion. To evaluate tooth movement progress, the orthodontist monitors this movement by means of visual inspection, intra-oral measurements, fabrication of models (casts), photographs and radiographs, a process that is both costly and time consuming. Obtaining a cast of the jaw is a complex operation for the orthodontist, an unpleasant experience for the patient and may not provide all the details of the jaw. Current technology in dental radiography can provide the orthodontist with three-dimensional (3D) information of the jaw. While dental radiology is now widely accepted for dental examinations, the equipment capable of 3D X-ray image acquisition is rather expensive and the resolution, being adequate for diagnostic imaging, is still too low for 3D dental modeling. Furthermore, the dose required to enhance the resolution has previously been unacceptably high.
Some efforts have been devoted to computerized diagnosis in orthodontics (1, 2) . Usually, most of these 3D systems for dental applications found in the literature rely on obtaining an intermediate solid model of the jaw (cast or teeth imprints) and then capturing the 3D information from that model. User interaction is needed in such systems to determine the 3D coordinates of fiducial reference points on a dental cast. Other systems that can measure the 3D coordinates have been developed using either mechanical contact (3) or a traveling light principle (4) .
Our research lab has been involved for the last 5 years in a project to develop a system for dentistry to go beyond traditional approaches in diagnosis, treatment planning, surgical simulation, and prosthetic replacements (5) (6) (7) . Our ultimate goal is to transform a number of orthodontic protocols and maxillofacial practices from art into science. The jaw project can build a 3D model of the jaw, not from a cast, but from the actual human jaw. The system can obtain sequences of calibrated images of the upper/lower jaw using small intra-oral cameras, provide accurate 3D reconstruction from the acquired images and register robustly the 3D models built from multiple views.
Our focus in this paper is on developing accurate, practical techniques to build 3D models of the human jaw. Several different approaches have been examined. The stereo approach has been by far the most widely used for shape recovery. However, one of the main problems of stereo is the correspondence problem. Owing to the difficult nature of the correspondence problem, several constraints have been imposed on stereo. A large number of stereo techniques rely heavily on assumptions such as the existence of specific features in the images to produce satisfactory results. For example, featureless scenes are hard to reconstruct in stereo because corresponding points between the different images cannot be accurately found. Also, stereo is difficult to apply to images taken from arbitrary viewpoints. This is because corresponding image points become very hard to find if the images are taken from viewpoints far apart. As a consequence, stereo is inefficient approach for reconstruction of objects like human teeth, which, in addition to having many occlusion edges, have no specific geometric features. On the other hand, area-based stereo methods (also known as correlation-based methods) perform poorly because of the common homogeneous, textureless regions of the teeth. In addition, the constraints on the viewpoints make the stereo hard to apply for the jaw reconstruction as they are difficult to satisfy with the hand-held arm and CCD camera.
We have investigated two other techniques to build the jaw model. The first technique utilizes the shape from shading (SFS) algorithm integrated with range data to provide metric information. The second technique proposed by Kutulakos and Seitz is called space carving (SC) (8) . Our choice for the SC technique is guided by several concerns. Reconstruction using SC does not rely on assumptions of the presence of specific image features, on the positioning of the cameras, or on the object geometry or texture. This technique allows us to reconstruct accurately 3D models that agree with the input images without the need to solve the difficult correspondence problem. As such, it alleviates the shortcomings of the stereo-based methods. In addition, as SC is an 'object-centered' reconstruction method, it becomes easy and straightforward to make use of any available a priori information on the shape of the object (which is true in our case), a key advantage of this method over the classical approaches.
Methods

System overview
As shown in Fig. 1 , our approach to reconstruct the human jaw consists of the following stages. The first stage is data acquisition. A small intra-oral CCD camera, with a built-in white light, mounted on a five-link 3D digitizer arm, is calibrated and then placed inside the oral cavity. The camera acquires a set of overlapping images for different parts of the jaw such that they cover the entire jaw.
The images are preprocessed to reduce noise, sharpen edges, and remove specularity. Removing specularity is important because it affects the accuracy of the reconstructed surfaces using SFS. We used an approach similar to Tong and Funt (9) to remove specularity. In this approach, changes in the reflection map are removed from the luminance image by calculating the logarithmic gradient of the image and thresholding at locations of abrupt chromaticity change. In addition, we used median filtering to remove speckle noise from the images. In the reconstruction phase we used two techniques: a modified SFS algorithm, which accounts for the camera perspective projection, and the SC algorithm. As the SFS approach cannot provide metric measurements on its own, several range measurements from each tooth are employed. These measurements are acquired using a five-link digitizer arm for a number of tooth reference points with the corresponding image points being highlighted in the acquired images by a laser projector. Fusion of the range data and the SFS output provides accurate metric information that can be used later for orthodontic measurements and implant planning.
A fast registration technique is required to merge the resulting 3D points to obtain a complete 3D description of the jaw (10, 11) . The registration process also compensates for some digitizer inaccuracy in determining the camera location in space and the occasional patient movement. The final stage transforms this model into patches of free form surfaces using a triangulation technique. This step enables the development of a 3D solid model for visualization. A cast can be fabricated from this model via rapid prototyping. Further processing that can be carried out on the digital model includes tooth separation, force analysis, implant planning, and surgical simulation.
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 2b consists of the following components: 1) A MicroScribe 3D digitizer, which can digitize a working space up to 1.27 m (sphere) with a sampling rate of 1000 points/second. 2) A 1/3-in. Ultra-Micro CCD color camera (ELMO UN411E) with a 5.5-mm lens (the camera has 768H · 494V effective picture elements). 3) A 150-W DC regulated white light source. Through a fiber optic bundle that surrounds the CCD camera, this light source illuminates the oral cavity with a stable white light. The light intensity can be adjusted manually to Reconstructing the 3D model of the human jaw starts by capturing a sequence of video images using a small inter-oral CCD camera. These images are processed to remove specularity. Reference points are obtained by the coordinate measuring system. Reconstruction takes place either by fusion of range data to the shape from shading (SFS) output or using the space carving (SC). Then the registration takes place. A cloud of points representing the jaw is obtained and, by triangulation, a solid digital model is formed. This model is reproduced using a rapid prototype machine. Further analysis and orthodontics application can be performed on the generated model.
control the shading effect. 4) A low-power safe-laser projector rigidly mounted on the digitizer arm to mark the reference points in the images for the SFS based technique (not needed for the SC reconstruction technique). 5) An SGI Indigo2 machine that hosts the software required for the data processing, reconstruction, and visualization of the 3D jaw model. The CCD camera is mounted on the stylus of the 3D digitizer and it has to be calibrated before its use. Because of the small focal lens of the camera, it suffers from some lens distortion (mainly radial distortion). The first coefficient of radial distortion is calibrated using a straight-line-based technique (12) so that all acquired images can be undistorted before processing. After correcting for lens distortion, the camera can be safely modeled as an ideal pinhole camera, whose perspective projection matrix that encompasses the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters can be calibrated using a non-linear approach (13) . If the camera is stationary, we do not have to re-calibrate again. Yet in the proposed system, the camera will be moving; this implies the recalculation of the perspective projection matrix. Being mounted on the digitizer arm, the camera location in the 3D space can be measured. Moreover, the arm provides the transformation that relates the new position and orientation of the camera to the world coordinate system. This transformation is used to update the camera extrinsic parameters and thus the camera perspective projection matrix. As such, the camera is maintained calibrated in all positions. In addition, the arm provides the position of the initial volume enclosing the tooth or any part of the jaw, which is to be carved by the SC algorithm until the shape is reconstructed.
Shape from shading and range data Among the tools used in shape extraction from single view is the SFS technique. SFS has been primarily studied by Horn and colleagues at MIT (14) . There have been many developments in the algorithms (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . SFS assumes that the surface orientation at a point M on a surface S is determined by the unit vector perpendicular to the plane tangent to S at M. Under the assumption of orthographic projections, the elemental change in the depth Z at an image point (x, y) can be expressed as
The partial derivatives are called surface gradients (p, q). The normal to a surface patch is related to the surface gradient by n ¼ (p, q, 1). Assuming that surface patches are homogeneous and uniformly lit by distant light sources, the brightness E(x, y) seen at the image plane often depends only on the orientation of the surface. This dependence of brightness on surface orientation can be represented as a function R(AE) defined on the Gaussian sphere. Thus, the SFS problem is formulated as finding a solution to the brightness equation:
is the surface reflectance map and L is the illuminant direction. A number of algorithms were developed to estimate the illuminant direction (18) . Because the white light beam in our design is built in the CCD camera, the assumption that the illuminant direction is known beforehand is valid. However, the assumption of orthographic projection is not adequate for the dental application because the camera is very close to the object. Some SFS approaches using perspective projection were found in the literature (20) (21) (22) . However, most of these approaches ignore the camera extrinsic parameters and hence cannot provide metric information of the depth. In our approach, the CCD camera is calibrated and the camera parameters are used in , and P is called the camera calibration matrix. In general, P ¼ A [R, t] where A is a matrix containing all the camera intrinsic parameters and R and t are the rotation matrix and translation vectors, respectively. The matrix P has 12 elements but has only 11 degrees of freedom because it is defined up to a scale factor (13) .
The perspective projection matrix P can be decomposed as [Bb] where B is a 3 · 3 matrix and b is a 3 · 1 vector such that
Equation (2) represents a line in the 3D space corresponding to the visual ray passing through the optical center and the projected point m. By finding the scalar s, f(s(x, y)) will define a unique 3D point M on the object. The surface normal at M is defined to be the crossproduct of the two gradient vectors
The surface reflectance R(AE) becomes a function of the scalar s defined in Eqn (1) , that is
The formulation of the SFS problem becomes finding the scalar s that solves the brightness equation g(s) ¼ E(x, y) ) R(s) ¼ 0. This can be solved using Taylor's series expansion and applying the Jacoby iterative method (19) . After n iterations, for each point (x, y) in the image, s n x;y is given as follows (see ref. (5) Even though camera parameters are used in the SFS implementation, accurate metric information cannot be deduced from the resulting shape because only one image is used. The following section describes a novel approach to perform the necessary calibration.
The most important information for reconstructing an accurate 3D visible surface, which is missing in SFS, is the metric measurement. SFS also suffers from the discontinuities owing to highly textured surfaces and different albedo. The integration of the dense depth map obtained from SFS with sparse depth measurements obtained from a coordinate measurement machine for the reconstruction of 3D surfaces with accurate metric measurements has two advantages (23) . First, it helps to remove the ambiguity of the 3D visible surface discontinuities produced by SFS. Second, it complements for the missing metric information in the SFS.
The integration process includes the following stages. First, we calculate the error difference in the available depth measurements between the two sets of sensory data. Then, we approximate a surface that fits this error difference. Finally, the approximated surface is used to correct the SFS.
A multi-layer neural network is used for the surface approximation process as neural networks were shown to be more robust in terms of complexity, speed, and accuracy than other computational approaches (e.g. regularization techniques). The learning algorithm applied is the extended Kalman-filter learning technique because of its fast computation of weights. The x-and y-coordinates of the data points are the input to the network, while the error in the depth value at the point (x, y) is the desired response. The error difference between the SFS and the range measurements and their x-y coordinates are used to form the training set. The input to the network is the x-y coordinates and the output is the error difference at that coordinate. Once training is accomplished, the neural network provides the approximated smooth surface, which contains information about the errors in the SFS at the locations with no range data. This approximated surface is then added to the SFS. The result is the 3D surface reconstruction that contains accurate metric information about the visible surface of the sensed 3D object.
Space carving
In 3D object reconstruction, we attempt to achieve the reverse process of image formation by regenerating a 3D shape from various 2D projections. SC (8) attempts to produce the maximal 3D shape that is consistent with all the images. SC starts with an initial volume, V, which includes the object(s) to be reconstructed. This 3D space is then discretized into a finite set of voxels v 1 , v 2 , …, v n . The idea is to successively carve (remove) some voxels until the final 3D shape, V*, agrees with all the input images. An outline of the space carving algorithm is as follows: Each voxel on the surface of the volume, that is, in Vis(V), is projected back to the different images using their respective projection matrices. To decide whether a voxel should be carved or not, the idea of colorconsistency is used. The Lambertian model for the surface of the object is assumed. Under this model, light reflected from a single point on the surface of the object has the same intensity in all directions. Therefore, for a voxel to belong to the surface of the object, it must have the same color intensity, within some tolerance to allow for some light variations and some calibration inaccuracy, for all its projections to the different images provided. Voxels that are inconsistent with a single color are viewed as free space in which different light rays intersect. By removing all color-inconsistent voxels, we are able to approximate a maximal photo-consistent shape that is defined by all the input images.
Although the general idea in SC is straightforward, modeling an algorithm to provide the desired results is not an easy task, as the problem of occlusion must be treated. This is carefully taken care of in a multi-sweep fashion (8) . One important requirement by the algorithm is segmenting the objects from the background. This does not represent a problem with objects like teeth, as teeth are brighter than the interior of the mouth and have distinctive color from the gum. Therefore, teeth can be easily segmented from the background in the image sequences.
Results and discussion
Experiments to reconstruct the human jaw have been conducted on a model of a real human jaw. The two techniques described above have been used. The following subsections summarize the obtained results.
The space carving technique
After calibrating the camera, sequences of images are captured for overlapping segments of the jaw. Each segment consists of about three to five images. The process of taking the images was relatively fast, taking less than a minute for each segment and a total of 10-12 min to cover the upper/lower jaw. The patient's jaw should not move during the acquisition time of each segment (less than half a minute). However, movements between segments are permitted because the registration technique can align the individual segments. Figures 3a and b shows some images taken of a patient's jaw segment. We applied the SC algorithm to the acquired images of each segment. The initial volume was selected as a cube and discretized into 70 · 70 · 70 voxels for a total of 343 000 voxels. Each segment is reconstructed after four to five passes of the SC algorithm, which took about 16 s on an SGI Indigo2 machine. On average, the final volume contained 4500 voxels. We used a 15% standard deviation threshold of the grayscale values to determine whether or not the voxels should be declared photoinconsistent and consequently carved. This relatively high threshold was chosen in order to compensate for calibration errors, possible light changes from one image to another and any deviation from the Lamertian assumption (e.g. presence of specularities in some images). Figures 3c and d shows also the reconstructed result of one segment of the lower jaw from two different views. Once each segment of the jaw is reconstructed, they are registered (11) to compose the whole jaw, of which a part is shown in Figs 3e and f from two different views. The part shown in the figure took about 84 s of processing time for reconstruction and registration.
The accuracy of the reconstructed surfaces is of major importance in the dental research. There exist four sources of inaccuracy in the developed approach: 1) The camera calibration process: in the proposed system we used the camera calibration technique developed in our lab (24) . The key advantage of this technique, as opposed to others, is that it starts the non-linear minimization process from a random initial point without sacrificing the calibration accuracy. The calibration accuracy, measured in terms of 3D reconstruction error, is found to be 0.1 mm. 2) The 3D digitizer used has a reported accuracy 0.23 mm.
3) The registration technique used has a reported accuracy 0.19 mm (10). 4) The reconstruction method.
Quantitative assessment and validation of the reconstruction is obtained by comparing the reconstructed model to the actual subject's jaw. This was done by comparing orthodontics measurements done on both the actual jaw and the reconstructed one. Several measurements were collected and compared to their corresponding distance measurements on the digital model as shown in Fig. 4 . The comparison showed accuracy within 0.47 mm, which shows that the system can achieve sub-millimeter accuracy. From the above analysis of the four sources of accuracy limitation, it can be concluded that the system can achieve overall submillimeter accuracy in reconstructing the jaw model.
The shape from shading technique
The SFS and range data technique was used to reconstruct an accurate model of individual tooth or teeth segments. Figure 5a shows an example of two images taken for a patient's tooth. The complete tooth surface is covered in these two images. Using the reference data, we applied the fusion algorithm with a neural network topology of 2-7-3-1. This resulted in the 3D visible surfaces shown in Fig. 5b . Using the registration procedure on these two data sets produced the complete surface model of the tooth as shown in Fig. 5c . Figure 5d shows a part of the reconstructed jaw composed of four segments registered together. The validation experiment described in the previous subsection was repeated on the results from this approach. The average error in distance calculation was found to be 0.74 mm, which is an acceptable resolution for many orthodontics and maxillofacial applications.
Conclusion
To reconstruct the human jaw, we have presented two computer vision techniques. The first approach is based on the SFS algorithm. This technique requires several range measurements be fused with the SFS output in order to have metric information. The acquisition of these measurements tends to complicate the data collection stage especially if the number of measurements is increased. In addition, using a laser discourages patients from use of the system. The other technique is based on the SC algorithm, which does not impose any constraints on the object geometry, the position of the camera, or the texture. Moreover, this algorithm successfully reconstructed 3D models of the human jaw with sub-millimeter accuracy, which is as accurate as (or even better than) the first technique, but without using any range measurements or laser projectors. However, the SFSbased technique seems to provide more faithful information about the shape of the tooth tops. On the other hand, the SC approach is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the camera calibration, which sometimes becomes rather difficult to maintain with big motions of the arm. On the contrary, the SFS technique tolerates more inaccuracy in the calibration as it can be corrected for by fusion with range data. Nevertheless, the flexibility and ease of use still remains the major advantage of the SC-based technique over the other technique. Another key advantage of this approach is the fact that it can easily exploit any available a prior information about the shape of the tooth. The algorithm can thus start with an initial volume whose shape is closer to the target object. This is expected to enhance and speed up the results of our approach. Our current research direction is directed to investigating this possibility.
